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UPD chief supports arming campus officers
by Alexa Millinger
Assistant News Editor
University Police Department Chief
Dolores Stafford recommended in a national safety report she co-authored that
college police officers should carry firearms.
The document released last week
by the International Association for
Campus Law Enforcement Administrators states that “sworn law enforcement
agency … should have access to a range
of force options including lethal (firearms).” Stafford was formerly president
of the organization.

While she would not speak in detail
on her personal support of arming GW’s
33 sworn UPD officers, Stafford told
The Hatchet, “It is something I think
the administration should consider and
talk about.”
The “IACLEA Blueprint for Safer
Campuses" was presented at a Princeton
University conference, and is the culmination of various campus safety reports
issued after the Virginia Tech shootings
last year. Six campus security chiefs
from various universities, including
Stafford, co-authored the document.
IACLEA President Ray Thrower
said the firearm recommendation is one

of the most salient points in the report.
He compared an unarmed campus police force to a “fire department with no
fire truck.”
Stafford submitted the report’s suggestions to GW’s recently formed Campus Safety, Security, Mental Health and
Violence Prevention committee – which
will decide whether to act on the findings. Robert Chernak, senior vice president for student activities and support
services, chairs this committee.
“In addition to recommendations
that may come forward from this committee, obviously further venting would
take place among several members

of the GW community, including the
senior administrative staff,” Chernak
wrote in an e-mail. He said he doesn’t
expect any changes to UPD procedure
based “solely upon reaction to the IACLEA recommendations.”
Thrower and Stafford both cited a recently released study by the U.S. Bureau
of Justice Statistics, which puts GW’s
unarmed officers in the minority. The
study found that during the 2004-2005
academic year, nearly 90 percent of universities that employed sworn officers
armed them as well.
“The officer needs to be able to have
the tools to defend themselves or a third

party,” Thrower said. He said that especially in the wake of campus shooting
incidents like Virginia Tech and Northern Illinois University, many college
campuses are reevaluating their policies
and are in the process of arming their
police departments.
Arming officers could potentially
increase campus safety by decreasing
the response time it takes an outside police force to reach a crime scene, Thrower said.
“A majority of people have said they
feel better knowing that their campus
See UPD, p. 12

Univ. plans major
overhaul of GWorld
by Elise Kigner
Campus News Editor
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Universtity President Steven Knapp (center) joins wife Diane (left center), Senior Vice President Robert Chernak (right center) and environmental student leaders to plant a cherry tree on Tuesday.

Celebrating Earth Day

The University is planning to drastically change
GWorld technology for the first time in the campus
card’s 10-year history, a senior administrator said
this week.
For about three months, administrators have
been analyzing upgrades to the GWorld system,
and could make major changes as early as next fall,
Executive Vice President and Treasurer Lou Katz
said. One possible change would be a computer
chip that would allow the cards to be passed over a
sensor, rather than being swiped.
Though no specific upgrades have been finalized, Katz said the new system would be a complete technological overhaul – compared to smaller
changes of the past.
“(W)e have to go to newer technology that over

the long run will be more sustainable and improve
our functionality,” Katz said.
Members of the Student Association are pressuring administrators to update the cards so that
students can use them to pay for the Metro. SA
Executive Vice President-elect Kyle Boyer said a
GWorld card that worked for the Metro would be
“more efficient” for students, as they would not
have to carry around as many cards.
“I think vice president Katz and others have indicated a willingness to look into the possibility,”
he said. Boyer is also working with Metro officials
to reduce the fare for college students.
Students at Georgetown Law School already
have cards that can be used both at the school and
for the Metro. Citi SmarTrip Mastercards can also
be used to pay for Metro fares.
See GWORLD, p. 12

STARSTRUCK
STRUCK

Knapp signs commitment for green-friendly policies
by Nash Robinson
Hatchet Reporter
University President Steven Knapp added
GW to a growing list of colleges committed to
combating global warming during the University’s first official celebration of Earth Day.
Knapp signed the American College and
University Presidents Climate Commitment on
the Duquès Hall terrace Tuesday morning. GW
joined a list of more than 500 universities that
have signed the commitment and is the first
college to do so in the D.C. area.
“We will move forward as part of a much
larger community on this very important issue,” said Knapp, who formed a Presidential
Task Force on sustainability this fall. He added
that signing the commitment makes GW part of
the solution to reducing greenhouse gas emissions and achieving climate neutrality.
Along with making campus buildings and
transportation more environmentally friendly,
Knapp said the University also plans to improve environmental education on campus.
George Hawkins, director of the District’s

Department of the Environment, likened the
University to Puritan John Winthrop’s “city
upon a hill” and said he hoped that GW’s
green-friendly policies will inspire other District universities to follow suit.
“This is where we set the bar for others to
look up to,” Hawkins said.
Ten other GW administrators, faculty members and representatives from various student
organizations joined Knapp in signing the commitment. Knapp jokingly urged the co-signers,
who were each given a new pen for the occasion, to “keep the pen, but recycle the box.”
While the commitment’s signers acknowledged the pact will not immediately offset
GW’s emissions, they said it is an essential part
of the University’s green-friendly agenda.
“It’s a good step forward,” said junior Ian
Tully, co-signer and member of the Progressive
Student Union. “It opens the door to a whole
host of other things.”
Members of environmental student organizations on campus said Knapp’s commitment
See EARTH DAY, p. 8
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Astrophysicist Stephen Hawking spoke to students through a voice simulator Monday at the
Jack Morton Auditorium to celebrate NASA's 50th anniversary.

Students utilize SASS funds

SCARYSTARE
STARE

by Emily Cahn
Hatchet Staff Writer
When organizations run out of their allotted
Student Association funds and are desperate for
resources, they have one last place to look for the
money they need: Rice Hall.
A discretionary fund of $49,000 was distributed to various student organizations who were
strapped for cash this year, said Robert Chernak, senior vice president for Student and Academic Support Services. The GW Mock Trial team received
$10,000 from the fund – the maximum amount that

can be allocated.
Model UN and GW Votes also received money
through the account, along with senior Stephanie
Gardner for her theater production and the Office
of Community Service for its Senior Prom.
Chernak said the fund was established by former University president Stephen Joel Trachtenberg to assist students and student organizations
on an ad hoc basis for worthwhile projects when
other sources of available funding were either insufficient or unavailable. The budget has been used
See MONEY, p. 12

Honors enrollment down
by Amanda Dick
Senior Staff Writer

Alex Ellis/assistant photo editor

A mannequin hangs out at the new Crime and Punishment Museum. The museum is the
first of its kind, and is set to open in May near the Chinatown/Gallery Place Metro stop.

The University Honors Program has failed to
meet its enrollment goals for the past few years,
even after launching a revamped curriculum this
fall, according to a Faculty Senate report.
The new honors program attracted only 90
freshmen this fall and has not reached its annual
enrollment target of 125 students since 2005. In the
new honors program, students take interdisciplinary honors courses in place of general curriculum
requirements during their freshman and sophomore years.
“The interdisciplinary program is not set up

well for a student who comes in and has a pretty
good idea of what he wants to do,” said Donald
Parsons, chair of the educational policy committee
of the Faculty Senate. “If you come in knowing you
want to be an engineer, you are not going to have
a whole lot of use for an interdisciplinary science
course.”
A Faculty Senate report titled the “Decline of
Elite Freshman Admissions” was presented at a
meeting this month and criticizes the program for
its lagging admissions and its course load. It also
said the program conflicts with requirements for
majors.
Grae Baxter, director of the honors program,
See HONORS, p. 8
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Friday

Thursday
Chalk In
A time to relax, relieve your
stress and draw with chalk.
12 p.m. to 2 p.m.
In front of Gelman Library
Sponsored by the University
Counseling Center

Friday
Margaret Mead Film Festival
2007-2008
Come enjoy a film about a
woman living with Asperger’s
syndrome.
2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
1957 E St.,Room 213
Sponsored by Margaret Mead
Traveling Film & Video Festival,
the Department of Anthropology, the Institute for Ethnographic Research, The School
of Media and Public Affairs,
and the Culture in Global
Affairs Research and Policy
Program of the Elliott School

Saturday
Fountain Day
Come celebrate the Mount
Vernon campus will turn on
its fountain for the first time in
2008 and enjoy henna, free
food, tie-dye and musical artist Josh Ritter.
3:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Mount Vernon Quad
Sponsored by Mount Vernon
Campus Life

Sunday
Dodgeball for Darfur
Help raise money for Darfur
by playing dodgeball. To participate, student organizations
must organize teams of five to
seven players.
$5 per person
1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
3rd floor gym, Lerner Health &
Wellness Center
Sponsored by GW STAND

CRIMELOG
Destruction
4/18/08 – Townhouse Row – 8:45
a.m. – case open
A female complainant reported
to a University Police Department officer that someone
broke her window with an object and woke her up. Officers
could not identify who threw the
object.
Open case
4/20/08 – Potomac House – time
unknown – case open
A complainant reported to UPD
that an unknown individual used
a permanent marker to vandalize their door with obscene illustrations.
Open case
Disorderly Conduct
4/18/08 – Madison Hall – 8:40 p.m.
– case closed
UPD received a report of individuals throwing water balloons
out of the residence hall’s windows. When officers arrived,
they found pieces of the balloons on the ground, but did
not witness anyone throwing
balloons.
No suspects or witnesses
4/19/08 – Dakota Hall – 10:50 p.m.
– case closed
UPD officers responded to a
report of someone throwing
hot water out of a window of
the residence hall. Officers observed patches of water on the
ground, but could not determine
where the water came from.
No suspects or witnesses
4/19/08 – Ivory Tower – 11:55 p.m.
– case closed
Officers on patrol observed a
male individual who was having
a difficult time walking. The officers assessed his condition and
then contacted EMeRG, who
transported the subject to the
GW Hospital for further medical
attention.
Referred to Student Judicial
Services

Sunday

HIGH 87 | LOW 57

HIGH 70 | LOW 57

FOUR DAY
FORECAST
HIGH 80 | LOW 57

HIGH 84 | LOW 64
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CAMPUS
CALENDAR

Saturday

Indecent exposure
4/18/08 – Kogan Plaza – 4:37 p.m.
– case closed
A complainant reported to UPD
that a male individual in the area
was exposing himself while
standing behind some bushes.
Officers canvassed the area, but
could not find anyone matching
the complainant's description.
No identifiable suspects

SNAPSHOT

Business boarding

Liquor law violation
4/19/08 – Kogan Plaza – 2:25 a.m.
– case closed
A complainant flagged down
UPD officers to report that he
was following someone who
had damaged his car. Witnesses said they saw two subjects
pour beer on the complainant’s
car. When the witnesses confronted the individuals, the subjects ran away. UPD officers apprehended one subject, a GW
student who had been drinking
and was underage. His condition was assessed by the officers and he was released. The
other subject was also a GW
student.
Referred to Student Judicial
Services
4/19/08 – Thurston Hall – 2:55 a.m.
– case closed
UPD officers responded to a
report of an intoxicated male
individual in the residence
hall. His condition was assessed, but he required no
further medical attention. The
suspect is unaffiliated with the
University.
Subject barred from campus
4/20/08 – Francis Scott Key Hall –
3:50 a.m. – case closed
UPD responded to a complaint of individuals knocking on random doors of the
residence hall. When officers
arrived, they found four individuals in the lobby drinking
beer. All four were unaffiliated
with GW.
Subjects barred from campus
–compiled by Amy D’Onofrio

Ryder Haske/assistant photo editor

Sophomore Anthony Acosta shows off some tricks Wednesday on his skateboard next
to the School of Business at Duquès Hall.

SANOTE
Metro offical interested in
reduced student fare
GW students are one step closer to riding the Metro at a reduced
rate.
The leader of the District’s
public transportation system expressed interest last week in giving
Metro discounts to local university
students. Christopher Zimmerman, chairman of the Washington
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, wrote this in a letter last week
to the president of the Cnsortium
of Universities of the Washington
Metropolitan Area, John Childers.
In the letter, Zimmerman said
that GW’s Student Association
made an effective pitch for a lower
rate.
“The students who have made
this request … point to practices

in other U.S. cities as models for
what might be accomplished here
under a partnership between universities and the transit agency,”
he wrote. “We are willing to explore with the consortium the establishment of a similar program
for our region, and to discuss how
it might work.”
Zimmerman said he is willing
to meet with Childers as soon as
possible to discuss the reducedfair initiative.
SA Executive Vice Presidentelect Kyle Boyer, who has been
working on this initiative throughout the school year, said he is
thrilled with the progress.
He said, “(T)he unprecedented
nature of students, Metro administrators and college administrators
all sitting at the same table gives
me the confidence that something
will happen, and perhaps sooner
rather than later.”
–Emily Cahn

Goodbye, winter!

Hello, Hatchet!

The GW Hatchet

News

CCAS advising may change
Report calls for
better freshman
advising
by Sarah Scire
Senior Staff Writer
A committee to revise academic advising in the University’s
largest school will release a series
of recommendations in the next
few weeks on how to overhaul
the system.
The report is the culmination of a year’s worth of monthly
meetings to identify problems
with advising in the Columbian
College of Arts and Sciences. It
was commissioned by CCAS
Dean Peg Barratt after Student
Association members expressed
student dissatisfaction with the
program.
Three major suggestions
made by the committee will be to
improve the ratio of students to

advisers in large departments, to
create incentives for more professors to serve as advisers and to
alter first-year advising, said Paul
Duff, associate dean for undergraduate studies in CCAS.
Committee members emphasized that freshman advising
should be streamlined, the political science department should
have more advisers and faculty
should include advising in their
annual reports.
Junior Tim Little, the SA executive vice president for academic
affairs and a committee member,
said the committee was comprised
of “a diverse group of individuals
representing various stakeholders
from the University community,”
including faculty, administrators
and representatives of students
and parents.
The report is not finalized,
and will eventually be presented
to Barratt, who will decide whether to abide by the suggestions.
Duff said he is sure the report will
be released before the end of the
semester and hoped to send it to
Barratt within the next week.

“We’re hoping to schedule a
time to sit down and talk with
her,” he said. “We don’t just want
to throw this at her without the
proper explanation.”
Duff said CCAS would definitely bring back the student
handbook, a spiral bound pad
explaining the requirements for
the school. The guide, which
CCAS stopped distributing in
2006, will include forms such as
four year plans and tips on scheduling classes.
Duff also stressed that the
transition period from freshman
advising to advising students
with majors was a particular focus
for the committee.
“We took a very close look
at the undeclared sophomore,”
Duff said.
Duff said the proportionately
low number of advisers in some
of the school’s largest departments
is “obviously a problem.” He
declined to specify if the committee will recommend hiring more
professional advisers or merely
See ADVISING, p. 12
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“

I am discounting reports of aliens. Why would they only show themselves to weirdos?
An insurance policy for an abduction seems like a safe bet.”
–Renowned physicist Stephen Hawking at an event commemorating NASA's
50th anniversary Monday night in Jack Morton Auditorium.

Lizzie Wozobski – Opinions Editor (ewozobski@gwhatchet.com)
Niketa Brar – Contributing Editor (nbrar@gwhatchet.com)

Up against the Republican machine

editorial

Obama desperate and out of touch

Armed and
dangerous?
Last week, the International Association for Campus Law Enforcement Administrators released a report co-authored by University Police
Department Chief Dolores Stafford
that promotes the use of firearms by
college police forces. Yet when The
Hatchet asked if Stafford supported
such changes for the GW campus, she
redirected the question to senior administrators.
In the year after the tragedy at
Virginia Tech, the University has released multiple recommendations to
ensure campus safety in Foggy Bottom, the latest of which was released
in January. The Campus Safety and
Security Commission issued nine specific, proactive measures the University can take to avert a similar crisis.
However, these reports did not address firearm usage by UPD.
Though the issue does not provide for a clear-cut response, it does
warrant open consideration from the
University and a discussion of both
the merits and dangers of arming
campus police.
Such conversation could open the
floor for University officials and students to discuss the security concerns
of an urban college community. Over
the past year, Foggy Bottom has seen
a series of assaults across campus. The
authority that accompanies an armed
campus police force may serve as a
useful deterrent for campus crime.
With adequate training and
widespread patrols, armed UPD officers would serve as a powerful tool in
preventing and limiting school shootings.
But while these concerns may
cause the University to examine the
possibility of arming UPD, consideration should be given to the significant consequences of such a policy.
While GW students often profit
from their proximity to such major
institutions as the World Bank, State
Department and White House, this
location also places our campus in the
jurisdiction of Metropolitan Police
Department and the U.S. Secret Service Uniformed Division, among other agencies. UPD is by no means the
sole police force patrolling Foggy Bottom and in some cases, it is not even
the primary police force responding
to incidents involving students.
Stafford’s office already has a
strong working relationship with
overlapping police forces and does
not hesitate to invoke MPD’s authority when necessary. With these
considerations in mind, it may seem
unnecessary to introduce the risk of
handguns on campus.
This issue merits comprehensive
discussion that should not be limited
to senior administrators. Bringing
guns on campus affects the entire GW
population. The student voice on this
issue must be considered.
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QUOTABLE

After Barack Obama’s loss in Tuesday night’s
climate change efforts and countless congresPennsylvania Democratic primary, it seems that
sional Democrats all have become casualties of
God-fearing and gun-loving Pennsylvanians
the “elitist” label (they even succeeded at casting
aren’t the ones who are bitter. Pennsylvania’s
John Edwards, whose entire campaign revolved
rejection of Sen. Obama (D-Ill.) is invariably
around helping the poor, as an elitist with his
making the presidential candidate rue the can$400 haircut).
dor he had at that San Francisco dinner last
These labels can easily be fought against if
week. But in that moment of honesty as well
you know the rules of the game. But as is evias its aftermath, Obama revealed
dent through the Obama camp’s feeble
just how hopelessly out-of-touch
response last week, it’s extremely difDemocrats really are with middle
ficult to count the glitter and jazz of that
America.
original headline. Yes, this is a world
While Obama’s comments
that feeds on image and story, not facts.
were certainly appalling, watchAnd as such, the definition of elitist has
ing the Democratic armada flood
changed – it no longer means simply
the airwaves over the last week
'extremely wealthy.'
desperately trying to defend his
That’s why Republicans have been
comments was even worse. The
so successful in calling Kerry an elitANDREW
Democrats are clueless when it
ist because of his comments last year
comes to these kinds of label wars,
that only uneducated people join the
CLARK
and their reaction over the past
army. That’s why they’ve been so sucweek proves it.
cessful in discrediting Gore because of
COLUMNIST
We are all familiar with how it
his energy-sucking mansion and oilgoes. The Republicans charge the
slurping private airplane. And that’s
Democrats with being out-of-touch,
why the Republicans probably will be
rich, elitist progressives who look down condeso successful in casting Obama as an elitist this
scendingly on middle America’s lifestyle. This
November.
has been their narrative for years, and it usuBut if Obama does fall victim to his own words
ally ends up working very successfully. John
in the face of GOP challenges, the Republicans
Kerry
y and his 2004 campaign,
p g , Al Gore and his
should not to be blamed. In fact,, the GOP will be

Diversify the GW education
Every two years in D.C.,
the Capitol. In 2007 alone,
some offices in Congress are
the Smithsonian Institution
renewed. Every eight years
recorded 24.2 million visits.
a new president
And
whereas
takes office. These
public access to
electoral cycles are
political centers
CALDER
widely celebrated
like the White
by GW students,
House is severeSTEMBEL
many of whom
ly
restricted,
have contributed
Smithsonian
time or money to
museums
are
political campaigns. I am
open to the public every
more interested in another
day of the year except Dec.
District cycle, however: the
25.
seasonal rotation of actors
All of the resources
and directors, shows, conexist in D.C. for a succerts and films.
cessful arts curriculum,
Based on GW’s stubut they do not exist at
dent body, curriculum and
GW. The University either
budget allocations, you
needs to reallocate funds
wouldn’t think that D.C.
to accommodate D.C.’s arts
had much to offer in the
scene, or reduce its focus
way of arts. Who cares that
and stop pretending that it
the Library of Congress
can offer decent arts projust completed a project to
grams. At the very least,
restore its Thomas Jefferson
GW must improve the
Building? Who is excited to
publicity of its arts events.
see Antony and Cleopatra,
How many current underopening next week at
graduates are aware of the
The Shakespeare Theatre
GW Documentary Film
Company? I love being in
Program, for example?
a city that has these opporThis is just one example
tunities available, but my
of a promising program
affection for the arts seems
begun by the University
atypical at GW.
and then left to languish in
To be sure, some stuobscurity.
dent groups and classes
Currently, no school
take advantage of the city’s
in D.C. allows students
arts and cultural offerings.
to fully explore the city's
Program Board sponsors
cultural side, but a dedifree and advance screencated arts school is exactly
ings of films. An Honors
what D.C. needs. Major
Program
course
titled
universities and cities
“Discovering Washington
across the country boast
Theater” is taught by Peter
impressive arts curricuMarks, a theater critic from
lums – the University of
the Washington Post. Yet
Southern California is
these campus activities are
home to an enviable film
overshadowed by socioposchool, New York City fealitical campus groups and
tures New York University
GW’s majors in political sciand the Tisch School of the
ence, international affairs
Arts, Chicago has the Art
and related fields.
Institute of Chicago and
Political science majors
Philadelphia hosts the
benefit from D.C.’s unsurUniversity of the Arts. Save
passed political opportufor the Corcoran College of
nities, from interning on
Art and Design, D.C. canCapitol Hill to working
not compare to these cities
on campaigns to attending
in the realm of arts eduspeeches by presidential
cation. Universities in the
candidates.
area offer haphazard proYet in focusing on poligrams, none of which intetics at the expense of the
grate well with the city’s
arts, attending GW does not
exemplary art offerings.
represent the overall expeIt is impossible to attend
rience of living in D.C. – the
school in D.C. without concity has the potential to be a
sidering the city’s artistic
cultural capital as much as
and cultural side. Politics
a political one.
and art are both integral
GW seems to forget that
parts of the city, and it is
to understand any foreign
about time that students at
society, one must study its
GW be able to take advanculture – including music,
tage of the city's vibrant
theater and dance and film.
culture.
In addition to the popular
monuments on the National
–The writer is a freshman
Mall, seven Smithsonian
majoring in English.
museums are located near
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doing a crucial service to the American people
by calling on Obama to address the concerns of
Americans hesitant to speak up for fear of being
labeled “bitter.” It’s important that someone in
this nation challenge the one presidential candidate who up until last week’s fumble, the press
has seemingly refused to attack.
But for any political junkie who loves a spirited political fight, the question is: how can the
Democrats step up their game? Are they going
to start fighting off the elitist label machine, or
are they going to subject themselves to another
generation of political defeats?
First off, they need to tread carefully and
watch what they say. Anything that sounds even
remotely like the opponent's label needs to be
cut out. Second, the Democrats need to sit down
with their pollsters and strategists and conjure
two new labels – one to cast on themselves, and
one to stamp on their opponents.
This election is about image, and the strangest of details matter. It appears Democrats simply
do not understand that. They can be as outraged
and shocked as they want by the elitist charge,
but at the end of the day, reality does not matter
in this game. It’s all about the narrative, and so
far Obama has played into it perfectly.

My brief introduction to student govshould their privacy settings deem us
ernment on campus has taught me one
worthy.
thing: every criticism, every complaint
It is not incumbent upon individual
and every snide remark regarding the
students to dig for such documents, but
Student Association is true. The rules comrather the responsibility of those elected
mittee recently met in an unannounced
to represent us to not only inform the
meeting, with unpublished minutes, to
student body, but seek our input as well.
discuss transparency and accountability
A student senator should not vote with his
within the organization. And that's exactly
or her best interest in mind, but rather on
the problem.
behalf of Joe Student. And if we, the stuThis
year's
dent body, are not aware of what is being
administration
undertaken and thus are relegated to the
B
EN
has made vast
kid's table, there is no way of knowing
strides in the
what the adults are talking about, let alone
BALTER
right direction.
join in on the conversation.
SA
President
This past February and March, more
Nicole Capp's weekly meeting logs serve
than four thousand students turned out
to inform the student body of the dayto elect next year's leadership. That leadby-day operations of the executive, and
ership, our leadership, has already met
the consumer issues that her cabinet tackseveral times, appointing positions, passled – from Safeway on GWorld, to GW
ing legislation and making decisions that
Reads, to Colonial Invasion's return – have
affect you and me. Did you get the sense
unequivocally raised the
that your opinion even
bar for SA presidents to
mattered once they got
come.
elected?
The student senate is
I love GW, but we've
made up of well-intengot big problems to tacktioned, passionate indile on campus, real probviduals, but at the end of
lems that extend beyond
If
(the
SA
is)
workthe day the cogs do not
adding a line to one stucome together to drive
résumé. I call upon
ing so hard to better dent's
a well-oiled machine.
the senate-elect to worry
Student
government
about those problems,
our lives, wouldn't
on our campus has
instead of the internal
devolved into somewhat they want us to know
politics that have stagof a country club, welnated recent attempts to
coming to only a select about it?
better student life.
few card-carrying memFrom the top down,
bers. Sure, everyone pats
we need to encourage
Capp and Executive Vice
those in positions of
President Brand Kroeger
power to grab the reins
on the back – and deservof reform. Student govedly so – but what has the rest of the SA
ernment needs to embody the motto
done for Joe Colonial recently?
"we work for you," sentiments that have
It’s impossible to know. Meeting minrecently been pushed to the wayside.
utes, agendas and bills for both senate and
Students deserve to have a voice in more
committee meetings have not been pubthan just the SA election process. Making
licly posted since October, nor has their
students aware of what goes on during
schedule been made readily available.
all SA meetings is the first step toward
This is unacceptable. And the sad reality
accountability.
is that the senate-elect has not shown any
We all remember the first time we
intention of reversing that trend any time
were invited to sit at the adult table. Did
soon.
you make a mess? Did you embarrass
It begs the question "why not?" If they
your parents? I'm sure you did just what
are working so hard to better our lives,
that student body is trying to do today:
wouldn't they want us to know about
join the student government conversation
it? The student senate has come to rely
and get treated like an adult.
on campus media to keep us apprised of
their progress and social networking sites
–The writer is a junior and the chair of
to grace us with their contact information,
Joint Elections Committee.

letter to the editor
Headline deters incoming students
I am writing in regard to the article
"Intelligent Students Decrease" (April
17, p. 1), that was featured on the front
page of last Thursday’s paper. I personally feel that it was extremely bad
timing to put such an article on the
front page, as it was the most available newspaper to all of the students,
including myself, who visited campus
from Friday to Monday (some of the
last accepted-student visit days before
statements of intent are due).
I believe what might make the intelligent students decrease at GW having
an article like this in plain sight of parents and incoming students. I received
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a Presidential Academic merit scholarship to GW, but am now subconsciously
considering other schools because of
the article. I want a class next year that
will be intelligent, and this article has
not helped to convince me that GW will
provide me with that opportunity.
I do not mean to be harsh, but am
upset that this could have lead other
prospective students to decline admission at GW, especially those who did
not see the counterpoint featured in a
staff editorial in the middle of another
day's paper.
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Deadlines for submissions are Friday
5 p.m. for Monday issues and Tuesday
5 p.m. for Thursday issues. They
must include the author’s name, title,
year in school and telephone number.
The GW Hatchet does not guarantee
publication of any submissions and
reserves the right to edit all submissions for space, grammar and clarity.
Electronic submissions are preferred.
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SEAS students win showcase
Hundreds of
experts attend
ceremony
by Taylor Kate Brown
Hatchet Reporter
Engineering students took
home cash prizes at a showcase
Wednesday for outstanding
research and development projects, in front of a packed crowd
of professionals from laboratories
and engineering companies.
Of the 57 projects from masters and doctoral candidates in
the School of Engineering and
Applied Sciences, three students
won cash prizes. The projects
included a computer-guided surgery for voice disorders and a
presentation about the frequency
of aviation accidents.
“These projects are very cutting-edge in a practical way,” said
Dianne Martin, SEAS interim dean
for student affairs and a professor
of computer science. She added
that student projects were largely
representative of applied research
and would have immediate use in
their respective fields.
University President Steven
Knapp was among about 700
attendees, who also included
chairs of the engineering department.
The showcase's keynote
speaker, Richard O. Buckius, the
National Science Foundation’s
assistant director for engineering,
said he was excited by the scope
of the student research.
He said the range of exciting
upcoming engineering presentations include a nanowire transmission of a Star Wars theme song
and patterns of cell phone usage
around Rome during a soccer
game.
Carol Sigelman, associate
vice president graduate studies and academic affairs, agreed
that Wednesday’s showcase was
exceptional.
“It's interesting to see the variety of projects and how they're
closely related to the trends in the
presentation,” she said.
Student projects came from
across all graduate programs in
SEAS, but a large number of the
projects featured the electrical and
computer engineering department.
Two graduate environmental engineering students, Sebnem
Aynur and Sandip Chaterjee, col-

Kathleen Kuever/Hatchet photographer

Attendees at the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences
graduate showcase examine a student project.
laborated on a research project
that evaluated how municipal
sludge could be most effectively
turned into fertilizer.
Aynur, a doctoral student,
said she chose her project because
she was interested in biological
treatment.
“Sludge treatment is a popular topic and it's good to know
that whatever you are doing will
be applied in the real world,”
Aynur said.
She said the D.C. Water and
Sewage Authority has decided to
utilize their idea.
Graduate student Daryl Stone
chose an unconventional area of
research for a computer science
doctoral candidate. By conducting interviews of black male students of all ages, he investigated
how to involve this demographic
in possible computer science
careers.

“I found there were journals
and conferences for women in
computing and the sciences,”
Stone said. “That's great, but there
weren't similar things for African
American males.”
SEAS organizers invited heads
of area national laboratories and a
list of more than 700 representatives.
Randy Graves, who headed the planning committee for
the showcase, said the quality
of the presentations were significantly “more focused, more
professional” than last year’s
showcase.
“(The students) now know
how to present their project
to the public,” he said. “The
national agencies are looking
at the project and at the student. We want to make sure they
have interaction with potential
employers.” 
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Hawking pushes for increased study of outer space
Physicist said
exploring space will
benefit humans
by Michael Moffett
Hatchet Reporter
Acclaimed
physicist
Stephen
Hawking called for renewed interest in
the study of outer space and science,
in a speech commemorating the 50th
anniversary of NASA at the Jack Morton
Auditorium on Monday.

The Cambridge University professor and renowned author said society
is increasingly regulated by science and
technology, but few students are pursuing scientif careers in science. He said that
a greater interest and technology could
lead to significant advances in areas of
study such as outer space.
“The situation is like Europe before
1492,” Hawking said. “People might well
have argued that it was a waste of money
to send (Christopher) Columbus on a
wild goose chase, yet the discovery of the
new world made profound difference to
the old. Just think, we would not have a
Big Mac or KFC.”
Hawking, 66, suffers from Lou
Gehrig’s disease and is almost completely

paralyzed. He delivered his 30-minute
speech to members of NASA, Lockheed
Martin and the media through a voice
simulator, which he operates by moving
his right cheek muscle.
The scientist has made significant
contributions in the study of black holes,
cosmology and quantum gravity. Last
April, he took a zero-gravity flight into
space, becoming the first quadriplegic to
float in a weightless state.
“(Space travel) will not solve any of
our immediate problems on planet Earth
… it will give us a new perspective on
them,” Hawking said.
He added, “It will completely change
the future of the human race and maybe
determine whether we have any future

at all.”
Money must continue to be spent on
space travel and should not be considered a “fruitless search for a new planet,”
he said.
Daughter Lucy Hawking said she
is concerned about the apathy young
people have toward space travel and
the ignorance that it breeds. One-third
of British children thought Winston
Churchill was the first man to walk on
the moon and 48 percent of children in
the United Kingdom believed Mars was
only a chocolate bar, she said.
Stephen and Lucy Hawking coauthored a children’s book, “George's
Secret Key to the Universe,” which was
published last fall. The characters travel

to other planets and a black hole using a
supercomputer.
“Space has the power to capture children’s imagination … (but) space dreams
aren’t limited to science fiction,” she said
of the book. “Because of NASA, we can
show kids what our planet looks like from
space … and we need to make it clear to
them that they need to look after it.”
Hawking also joked that UFO visits
to Earth are unlikely to help the study of
outer space and told the audience to be
wary of aliens.
“I am discounting reports of aliens,”
he joked. “Why would they only show
themselves to weirdos? An insurance
policy for an abduction seems like a safe
bet.” 

First crime museum to open
Building will
host "America's
Most Wanted"
by Justine Karp
Hatchet Staff Writer
D.C. is a city known for its
world-class museums, where
one can learn about everything
from natural history to modern
art. Now, District patrons can
also educate themselves about
crime.
The Crime and Punishment
Museum, which is slated to open
in May and co-developed by John
Walsh, host of the “America’s
Most Wanted” television show,
will be the first museum dedicated to the history of American
crime.
“There’s no other museum that focuses on just crime
and punishment,” said Janine
Vaccarello, chief operating officer
of the museum. “There’s nothing
like this available for anyone to
go check out and explore and
to feel like they’ve touched history.”
Less than one block from the
Gallery Place-Chinatown Metro
stop, this interactive museum
will also be the new home to
“America’s Most Wanted."
Walsh, who is a partner in
the museum, laid out three main
criteria for the its development:
it cannot glorify the criminal,
it must show consequence of
crime and it must honor fallen
heroes of law enforcement.

The museum is made up solve the case and will find out
of five main galleries – the at the end of the display if their
Notorious History of American guess is right.
Punishment:
The
“I can tell you that I think
Crime,
Consequence of Crime, Crime most people will enjoy the
Fighting, C.S.I. Experience and crime scene investigation galAmerica’s Most Wanted, includ- lery because that area will be
ing John Walsh’s personal story.
the most interactive,” Vaccarello
The museum provides said.
detailed exhibits on the histoVaccarello said the museum
ry of crime, ranging from the will cater to a burgeoning field.
colonial period, pirates, the Wild She said there has been a rise
West, the Depression, the Mafia in interest in the areas of forensic science and criminal justice,
and present-day.
Kiosks, which are stationed which she said was reinforced
throughout the museum, are by the copious internship applications that the
made up of
has
t o u c h - s c re e n s
museum
received
from
and allow visi“There's
nothing
like
GW students.
tors to access
S.
a myriad of
Moses
this available for anyinformation.
Schanfield, chair
Other interacone to go check out of GW’s forensic
portions
science departtive
and explore and feel ment, sits on
of the museum
Crime and
include vault
like they've touched the
Punishment
decoding, a lie
detector test,
Museum’s advihistory.”
sory board. He
mug shot phosaid the new
tos, computer
hacking and a JANINE VACCARELLO
will
museum
provide a unique
simulated FBI
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
forensic study
shooting range.
OF THE MUSEUM
Visitors can
opportunity for
students.
also play carni“As one of our major conval-like games as part of the
interactive experience, like the centrations is in forensic invesshooting game in the Wild West tigation, (the museum) is a good
gallery, at the cost of $2 for ten place for students to visit,”
shots – the only other extrane- Schanfield wrote in an e-mail.
ous charge besides the optional “Several of our students are
also going to be working at the
audio tour.
In the crime scene investiga- museum and possibly will be
tion gallery, visitors enter into doing internships there. Thus,
a murder scene of a messy bed, the museum provides additional
complete with bullet holes and venues for our students to gathsplattered blood. Throughout er information about forensic
the exhibit, each visitor tries to science.” 
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Daniel Kenner: theater major, director
by Caitlin DeMerlis
Contributing Arts Editor

Anne Wernikoff/Hatchet staff photographer

Daniel Kenner, a senior Presidential Arts scholarship recipient at GW,
directed Generic Theater Company's "Crave" earlier this semester.

Senior theater major Daniel Kenner
may be best known for directing Generic
Theater Company’s “Crave,” but there’s
more to this Rhode Island native than just
splatter paint and stream of consciousness.
Completing what may have been one
of GW’s most talked–about productions
of the year, Kenner’s theatrical endeavors
certainly don’t end here; he plans to employ his talents in the theater professionally.
Kenner came into GW knowing
where his passions lay, after receiving a
Presidential Arts scholarship in the theater department. He has been seen on the
GW mainstage multiple times, and has
also been active in student theater. Some
credits include the department’s “Winter’s Tale,” Generic Theater Company’s
“Metamorphoses,” and 14th Grade Players’ “The Nerd.” He has also directed
multiple other projects in the department.
Growing up with the theater (Kenner’s father is also a GW theater alumnus),
Kenner said he always knew that the arts
were in his future.
“It’s an escape. Sometimes an escape
is all you need. And I’m good at it,” Kenner said of the theater.
In addition to his department credits,
Kenner also took advantage of various
other programs while studying at GW.
During his junior year, he went abroad
and studied in London as a part of the

British American Drama Academy program. The young actor also spent a month
after his sophomore year living in Costa
Rica, where he worked to improve children’s English communication through
the use of theater games.
Kenner’s ambitions in the theater
will only continue after graduation. Recently cast in the D.C.-based troupe the
“National Players,” the actor will spend
the next year, starting in September, tour-

“When you find something
that really speaks to you,
I think you should do it, I
think you should share it.”
DANIEL KENNER
THEATER MAJOR, DIRECTOR

ing the U.S. performing in “As You Like
It” and “1984.” The troupe, a part of the
Olney Theater Center, is in its 60th year,
and consists of twelve young actors from
across the country.
Before landing his most recent gig,
however, Daniel had to work hard within
the department, and gives credit to many
professors at GW for their talent and support.
“When I came in freshman year, (theater professor) Alan Wade became a men-

tor and supporter. (He was) always there
to support me.”
Kenner also gives thanks to other professors including Allyson Currin-Stokes,
Elizabeth Kitsos-Kang, and Karin Abromaitis.
“These teachers teach with so much
zeal and have so much fun being a part
of kids’ lives, and share with (them) an interest and knowledge of theater,” Kenner
said of his professors.
As a writer, actor and director, Kenner’s advice to other theater students is
simple: “When you find something that
really speaks to you, I think you should
do it. I think you should share it.”
Thus, Kenner intends to continue acting and writing, looking for what he calls
his next “passion project.”
An excerpt from a written project
Kenner has been working on since his
freshman year, entitled “The Standstill,”
reveals how much passion he has for his
craft. Kenner writes: “The mind of an artist is a dangerous one, for it creates and
destroys without sympathy … We are
not driven by the bread but by an innocent sunburned dream that gives us the
courage to uncover an artistic inspirational truth that may very well be a remedy to cure the drained well of American
unconsciousness.”
Ambitious and confident, Daniel
Kenner strives to achieve success in a difficult field. Considering his achievements
in theater thus far – including making it
rain in Lisner’s Downstage – he shouldn’t
have any trouble. 

Tim Guillot: music major, composer
By Rachael Baird
Hatchet Reporter
You could call Tim Guillot ambitious,
but that would be an understatement.
Guillot, a senior majoring in music with
minors in theater and creative writing,
will soon perform in the self-written, selfdirected musical "Always & Never." The
show is his senior thesis, and its only performance is this Sunday.
The musical is about two brothers coping with the loss of their parents in a tragic
accident, and is based on a story Guillot
has been developing since his freshman
year. Guillot said writing the music and
lyrics has been a very personal experience,
and he believes in the show's message. He
did not want to just create entertainment;
he wanted to give his audience something
to leave the theater thinking about. Plus,
he promises that the play has a "really big
twist – a motherfucker of a twist."
While he has p
plenty
y of musical experip

ence through playing drums for Colonial
Brass and theater credibility from performing with Generic Theater Company,
Guillot got his first taste of real playwriting at last fall's New Plays Festival. The
one-act play he had written was selected,
and he got the opportunity to direct his
own work.
Writing his first musical has definitely
been a giant undertaking, however. "Always & Never" is the first time Guillot has
been responsible for each aspect of producing a show. "I took on a lot, and I knew that
it would be a lot of work," he said. Since
December, Guillot has spent most of his
free time scoring the musical – the process
of recording notes and lyrics to prepare it
for actors and a band. He said he feels the
pressure, but is excited to hear people's reactions when it comes to life on stage.
He said he is always thinking of new
ideas for plays – a good thing since he is
headed to New York University's Tisch

Musical Theater Writing graduate program next year. Once there, he will focus
on composing music and lyrics in a collaborative environment with respected
Broadway notables as his faculty.
During a rehearsal for "Always &
Never," Guillot and three others in the cast
were directing a fight scene in which the
two brothers are in heated disagreement.
The music is very aggressive, while the
words are cutting and hypnotic. Then, just
like that, the scene stopped and the cast
was goofing around like good friends.
Guillot had pre-cast the show, saying he
was grateful that his friends agreed to participate.
Before returning to business, he said,
"We're having fun, and that's the important thing." 
“Always & Never” will be performed this
Sunday, April 27 at 7:30 p.m. at the Marvin
Brendan Polmer/Hatchet photographer
Center Betts Theater. The show is free and
Tim Guillot during a rehearsal for his original musical "Always & Never," which
open to the public.
he wrote, directed and composed. The show debuts on Sunday.

Bar Belle: REVEALED! One hungover honey...
by Shannon Toher
Bar Belle

control, makeup, chocolate and an array of
other things. So, boys, I think you can dish out
a Lincoln in our honor. We might think you
are creepy at first, but just charm us with that

college degree and who knows what will happen. Even an approach like, “Hey, how does
it feel being the shortest person in this bar?”
will sound better when paired with a Miller

Ron Burgundy has nothing on me, seriously. I am kind of a big deal. And you know
what, Ron? People don’t even know my real
me. But that is all about to change. Ladies
and gentlemen of the George Washington
University, amid all your finals and pending
graduations I know the one thing on your
mind during these fine times is, “Who the
hell is the Bar Belle? Wait no longer. Will the
real Shannon Toher please stand up… and
then fall off the barstool.
Over the past year, I have had a blast
reporting on several bars in the greater D.C.
area that I feel all you legal drinkers out
there need to experience…or stray away
from. I’ve had an angry mother in California
scorn my reporting, overheard people trashing my overzealous handing out of bells,
and here and there gotten a few high fives
from friends who didn’t necessarily love my
article, but enjoyed a mention of their antics
in the column. When life got me down, the
Bar Belle column kept my tab up and motivated me to visit places I otherwise probably
wouldn’t have been exposed to.
Guys, I have got to say, you need some
advice from the bar guru because if there is
one thing I have concluded over the school
year, it’s that the male population has been
slacking. It was near impossible to get free
drinks during my quests and I am too fragile
right now to ponder over whether or not I
was deserving of them. Screw those people
who say it’s the 21st century and women
Brendan Polmer/Hatchet photographer
should buy their own drinks – no. Free
Shannon Toher, an Irish homegirl with a taste for adventure and booze, spent her entire senior year
drinks are fabulous and a great way to get
the conversation going. Girls pay for birth as The Hatchet's guinea pig – testing out bar after bar each week, all in the name of journalism.

If you have

$5
$10
$20

AN ENTERTAINMENT
GUIDE FOR THE
CASH-STRAPPED
COLLEGE STUDENT

$5

The GW music department is hosting “A Musican Salon featuring the
Pianoforte” on Tuesday, April 29 in
the Marvin Betts Theater (Marvin
Center) at 7:30 p.m. The program
will feature a range of pieces from
Bach and Scarlatti to Romantic and
Contemporary composers. The performance also features several of
the music department’s most talented graduating seniors.

If you have

$10

The GW hip-hop dance troop Capital
Funk is hosting several dance
groups for their “U Betta Work!”
showcase at Lisner Auditorium
(21st & H streets N.W.) on Friday,
May 2nd at 7:30 p.m. The event is
meant to celebrate hip-hop culture
through dance, spoken word and
beatboxing. Tickets are $10 for GW
students, and proceeds benefit the
Dancers Responding to AIDS charity.

If you have

Lite. (And by the way, since when does five
foot four inches make you the shortest person
in the bar? )
Looking back on all my rated bars, I
can definitely say the ones that stood out
were Wonderland Ballroom (best music), Old
Dominion Brewhouse (best beer tower), R.F.D
(best staff), Fado’s (this is a default winner
because when you are an Irish Pub you can
really do no wrong) and the drunken wedding (best and only appearance by a celebrity.)
Before you graduate you must visit these
places, and you might want to get there early
because this article is bound to make the
people flock. Like I said, I’m a big deal. The
people listen to me.
My last words of wisdom are to get out
there more often. I can’t tell you how many
people I know who have never ventured outside of the Georgetown area to see all the other
wonderful parts of this city. Living in D.C.
is a privilege that most people our age don’t
get. Between Capitol Hill, Adams Morgan,
Dupont, Logan Circle, U Street, Northern
Virginia, Bethesda, etc. there is so much to
see around the District. Sure, it’s great having
a local hangout where you can run into the
same, familiar crowd – but only when you can
compare it to loads of other bars and venues.
Go out and have fun, because like they say;
these are the best years of our life.
Thanks to all my friends who encouraged
me to go drinking even when I thought it was
impossible. You are my rolling rocks and the
blue moons in my gray skies. Hugs, kisses and
high fives.
Love,
Your Bar Belle. 

$20

It’s tha RZA, tha GZA, Method Man
and all the other Wu Tang Clan
members! Friday at Love (1350 Okie
St. N.E.). Although the Ole Dirty
Bastard is sadly no longer with us
(he is in spirit, of course) the Clan
can still put on a killer hip-hop
show. The show starts at 9 p.m. and
tickets are $20. Visit www.lovetheclub.com for more details.
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Obviously, not in it for the money
Celebrating four years of drowning in freebies
world.
I’m talking, of course, about free shit.
FREE SHIT! I’ve got so much free shwag
As any editor at The Hatchet will I don’t even know what to do with it
attest, there are several perks that come most of the time. I’m up to my ears in it.
along with the job, no matter which CDs, DVDs, pointless promotional masection you control (news, sports, life, terials, TV and movie screeners, passes,
opinions, arts). Seeing your name in concert tickets, guest list spots…
print, having editorial control over conI don’t go shopping anymore. Intent, being in charge of a group of writ- stead, people see me wearing a “Vaners, feeling elitist – these are all reasons. tage Point” hoodie, or a “Family Guy”
One of my favorite perks, however, t-shirt. And like most of you, I rarely
is the pay. As the Arts editor, a once-a- buy music anymore – but I don’t steal
week section, I get $40 per issue! I suck it, either.
at math, but I think
Look, we’re a
that comes out to
small section with
somewhere around,
an average of one
um, $40 a week.
and a half pages
Now before you
"I came into GW as a fresh- per week. If I were
throw down this pato give coverage to
man in 2004 with absolute- every single CD,
per in shock (I know,
it’s a lot of money for
movie, theater
ly no idea what I wanted to DVD,
one student), keep
performance
and
in mind that it took
art gallery that apstudy or pursue as a casome time to earn
proaches me, we’d
reer…The Hatchet helped be even bigger and
that much. I mean,
Donald
Trump
more
pretentious
me discover a new passion; than
didn’t make his bilPitchfork, Rolllions all at once eijournalism. I’ve got the bug ing Stone and SPIN
ther. My junior year
– combined. So what
now. All I want to do is tell do I do with it all? I
I made about $25 an
issue, and before that
it. Or give it
stories and make $28,000 keep
I made about, oh, $0
away to my writers
an issue.
or friends or other
a year doing it. YES!"
Ok, so the pay
Hatchet staff.
sucks. Who am I
Aside from all
kidding? I put in
the freebies, there’s
about 15 to 20 hours
so much more that
a week finding conI can brag about.
tent, assigning and editing stories and Since first writing for the section durputting the page together with the ing my freshman year, I’ve gotten the
production staff – so, according to the chance to interview and talk to artists
national minimum wage rate today, I such as Citizen Cope, Grace Potter, Matshould be making at the very least twice isyahu, The Hives, Regina Spektor, Lyrof what I make now.
ics Born and so many others. And I’ve
But I’ve never bitched about it. I’m had the chance to see so many great artnot even going to moan about it now. ists for review purposes, ranging from
If I was the editor for any other section the Smashing Pumpkins reunion at 9:30
I probably would – in fact, I probably Club to Stevie Wonder at Verizon Center,
would have quit. No, being the arts and and all the small, sometimes wonderful,
entertainment editor had its own perks sometimes terrible indie bands from
and bonuses unique to the position that both inside and outside of the District.
you won’t find in any benefits pack- And even though The Hatchet refused
age at any other job – even in the REAL to pay for my flight and hotel, I was able
by Brendan Polmer
Arts Editor

DEPARTING EDITOR

Ryder Haske/assistant photo editor

Brendan Polmer, who is going to build himself a house out of his free schwag since
he will not be able to afford one, was the Arts editor for the 2007-2008 year.
to obtain press credentials to attend and
report on the South by Southwest music festival in Austin, Texas, for the past
three years.
So all in all, it’s been a good run.
Over the past four years here I’ve made
so many friends from this job, some
of whom I’ve done terrible, indecent
things with both inside and outside of
the little townhouse on 22nd and G.
First and foremost, I have to thank
the previous editors before me who
helped shape, mold and transform me
into the editor I am today – Sacha Evans, Maura Judkis and Jeffrey Parker –
you guys rock, and I am so glad that I
have gotten drunk with each of you at

HONORS
from p.1
rejected the claims made in the
report.
“We concentrated the
honors courses in the first
two years precisely to avoid
conflict with the majors,
while at the same time giving
students ample room in their
schedules – two or three other courses each semester –
to take prerequisites, major
courses and to pursue other
interests they might have,”
Baxter said.
The new program provides
a sampling of different disciplines with a total of nine
courses over four years – eight
in the first two years and one
senior year. The previous program required a total of eight

Brendan Polmer is The Hatchet's arts
and entertainment editor. He began writing for The Hatchet in 2004.

Signed, sealed, delivered: I’m gone

surely amazing. Anything, really,
can be considered pretty spectacular in the face of a Sunday noon
Dear Hatchet,
staff meeting only to be followed
So this is awkward, saying
by hours of planning, editing and
goodbye in front of thousands
proofing pages. I’m not quite sure
of readers (or people who hapwhat Wednesdays and Sundays are
pen to pick up this issue for Sulike anymore without The Hatchet,
doku and the crossword). I mean,
come to think of it. Other times it’s
we’ve been together for four
hard to go down those winding
years. Four! Who knew it would
stairs and out into a world where
last this long? That’s longer than
most people don’t (or simply can’t)
marriages, wars, presidencies
understand the relationship those
even. Life has changed a lot since
of us whose names appear in the
those first days I set foot in Foggy
staff box have with you.
Bottom with a few suitcases and
But before I head off into that
an entire college career in front of
great big world beyond the walls
me, but you’ve been
of the townhouse,
a constant. However
I have to thank
it’s time, my friend,
you, Hatchet, for
for me to go.
deessentially
Remember
fining my four
year,
freshman
amazing years at
"Remember freshman year, when you would GW.
when you would
It seems life
call and wonder if
call and wonder if I would cover an event here, has been what
I would cover an
happened while
a speaker there? I think I gave you my number at working at The
event here, a speaker
there? I think I gave
Hatchet.
Colonial Inauguration, and then you called!"
you my number at
Thanks for
Colonial Inauguraintroducing me to
tion, and then you
some of the most
called! Out of all
gifted, devoted
those notecards full
and socially awkof contact information subject to we survived. Sure I’ve thought ward people at this University.
fate (and an insanely dirty office), about saying goodbye many As much as working for you can
you somehow found me.
times before this, but I just never seem like an individual free-forYou taught me a lot about knew how to quit you. And I’m all, there are so many people at
GW and the District, things I glad I didn’t.
any given moment ensuring the
would have never been exposed
The rest, so it seems, is his- success of this entire operation.
to without a few column inches tory. Hundreds of issues, an A minor miracle happens twice
to fill and a deadline. I have tales equally absurd number of man- a week when everyone comes
of interviewing amazing char- hours and cell-phone minutes together, essentially out of sheer
acters and covering incredible and thousands of trees sacrificed devotion, to piece together a fievents that people will be forced later, I’m still here. We’ve spent a nal product that helps define the
to listen to for years into the fu- lot of quality time at 2140 G St., entire GW universe. I’ve learned
ture. Of course those first stories debating the issues, breaking the more things from the people here
were handed back with little of big story or just making sure a than I can possibly realize now.
my own writing (which meant paper got made. And I guess we Some lessons were harder than
they were on par to actually be had some fun, too.
others, but they were all worth
published). Little did I know how
It often seemed like we were it. I think it’s safe to say you’ve
demanding you were. It takes a spending just too much time to- taught them all well, Hatchet, so
lot to ensure the continuation of gether, especially when my other don’t be startled when you see
one of the best college papers in friends were off doing something their bylines gracing the pages of
by Lizzie Wozobski
Opinions Editor

some point along the way. To my contributing editors who helped me crank
out an issue each week – Jake DiGregorio, Caitlin DeMerlis and Amanda
Pacitti – I couldn’t have done any of this
without you. Ali Hagan and Alex Abnos: I can’t thank you enough for your
dedication, patience and brilliant creativity in breathing life into the section
week after week during long production nights. And to all my writers (that’s
right, all 70-something of you…) you’re
all amazingly talented individuals with
potentially wonderful writing opportunities and careers in your future, and
I only wish that I could have assigned
you each more stories.

There’s so many other Hatchet staff
members that I could go on and on writing about personal anecdotes and thankyous to, but I have to mention Jake Sherman, editor in chief. If I had to compare
Jake to any fictitious character it would
be Ari Gold from Entourage – spastic,
smart, angry, impatient and hilarious.
See, Jake and I go way back in
Hatchet history. He was a sports editor
when I first became a contributing arts
editor, and we quickly became friends
over our combined love of music from
the first time we hung out in a bar in
Ocean City, Md., during one of the infamous Hatchet retreats. I suppose it
was weird at first, having a friend and
equal colleague suddenly become my
superior – but whenever I fucked up
and he had to yell at me, he’d always
compensate by buying me a beer or inviting me to a concert, which I appreciate. I also appreciate his abolishment of
the Sunday noon staff meetings, which
I think both he and I will agree did not
mix well with Saturday nights.
I came into GW as a freshman in
2004 with absolutely no idea what I
wanted to study or pursue as a career.
My attitude with just about everything
in life has always been, “Eh, I’ll figure it
out eventually, or at the last minute at
least.” Had it not been for The Hatchet,
there’s no telling what I would have
chosen to study here at GW. I sort of
hated all of my general curriculum requirements that the Columbian College
was forcing me to take, but The Hatchet
helped me discover a new passion: journalism. I’ve got the bug now. All I want
to do is tell stories and make $28,000 a
year doing it. YES!
I can’t wait for real life after The
Hatchet, but I will always miss it. It’ll
be fun getting a real paycheck for once,
but with that I will lose the privilege
of hoarding free arts shwag for purely
selfish reasons. Oh well, we all have to
move on eventually I suppose.
-30-

the nation.
And then, for some reason, a
little more than a year later I was
hired as an editor (and nothing
says you’re special like minimum
wage). Suddenly you entrusted
me with actual, real-life reporters – the people who truly make
this paper thrive. You made me
jump right in and learn to swim
on my own, a lesson I’ll always
appreciate (probably increasingly so with hindsight). But we
went from just acquaintances to,
well, a full–on commitment. Let’s
just say you’re a bit demanding.
It was a little much at first, but

courses taken one each semester over four years.
Bryan Boulier, an economics
professor on the Faculty Senate, said there needs to be more
emphasis on honors classes for
upperclassmen.
“We need to think more
about creating opportunities
for students in their junior and
senior years,” Boulier said.
“We offer a variety of things
for freshmen, such as the small
classes for the dean’s seminar.
We don’t have those same opportunities in the upper levels.”
Kadin Nazkani, a freshman in the School of Business,
said he had trouble taking any
classes other than the business
school requirements and the
honors courses.
honors
program,
“The
without a doubt, conflicts with
all programs other than the Co-

lumbian College,” he said. “If
a student is in the business, Elliott or engineering schools, the
program can become a nightmare. Many honor students including myself cannot take any
electives as a result of being in
the program.”
Parsons said the committee
did not have enough time to
look into the honors program
enrollment issue in depth.
Lloyd Thacker, executive
director of the nonprofit organization Education Conservancy,
said honors programs are not
always what is most important
to a University.
“The danger of an honors
program is that you make a
certain group of people feel
special, and I think everyone
is special,” he said. “I think everyone deserves to have access
to honors-level kind of attention." 

Ryder Haske/assistant photo editor

Lizzie Wozobski, who has written countless news articles and opinions columns for The
Hatchet, was the Opinions editor for the 2007-2008 year.
another paper.
Thanks for publishing my
work so my parents can see my
name in print (even though my
mom only really likes the Crime
Log) and be proud that I’ve left
my own small stamp at this University. They may lose that feeling during the up coming, and
as of now infinite period of the
“what am I doing with my life”
stage. But they’ll always have
The Hatchet, too.
Perhaps most importantly,
thanks for being so close to GW
Deli.
Thanks for all of the writers
I have had the pleasure to work
with over the past years both in
news and opinions. I hope I’ve

EARTH DAY
from p.1
showed that the administration is open to working with
them to create a greener
GW.
“It’s good to know president Knapp is on board
with us,” said Mike Aloi,
a co-signer and member
of GW Students for Fair
Trade.
Senior Maggie Desmond, co-signer and member of the Sustainability
Task Force, said her organization was encouraged by
the Earth Day celebrations.
“The stars were aligned,”
Desmond said. “We knew if
we did our part, they would
do theirs.”
Knapp also announced

been able to pass on to them a
fraction of what I’ve learned in
comparison to what they have
helped teach me about more than
just columns or news stories.
But when times got rough
between you and me, it has
been my friends outside of this
building that have had to hear
me kvetch for well, years now.
I haven’t thanked them enough
for being my family thousands
of miles away from home. And
I don’t think they’ll miss hearing
about The Hatchet – well, at least
too much.
Next year – I think you’ll be
in good hands, Hatchet. Claire, Niketa and Diana – you gals are ready
to step up and take the controls of

the University’s plan to install a green roof this summer on the Elliott School of
International Affairs building at 1957 E St.
The project was started
by Net Impact as a part of
their Campus Greening Initiative. Net Impact, represented Tuesday by co-signer
Robert Joppa, a graduate
student, raised $7,000 to go
toward the project, and the
University has agreed to
match that number.
The signing ceremony
was followed by a commemoration of the 100th anniversary of the GW Cherry
Tree, the University’s yearbook. Ten cherry trees were
planted by those who signed
the Climate Commitment as
well as several Student Association and Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity members. 

our section’s little operation.
So, Hatchet, this is it. We’ve
had a good run wouldn’t you
say? Don’t worry about me. I’m
sure there’s another project waiting for me somewhere out there
in the world. And I won’t worry
too much about you, either. Who
knows what the next generations
of Hatchet writers, photographers and editors will hold – but
I have a feeling it will all work
out just fine, especially if the last
104 years are any indication.
-30Lizzie Wozobski has been a
Hatchet news and opinions editor.
She began writing for The Hatchet
in October 2004.

Join The Hatchet!
All sections will be
looking for new
reporters next year!

joinus@gwhatchet.com
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DEPARTING EDITOR

True life: I'm a journalist
My only addictions are reporting, writing and editing
by Jessica Calefati
Senior News Editor
As I prepare to graduate and
to embark on the extremely uncertain chapter of my life otherwise known as adulthood, I do
know one thing for sure – without The Hatchet, I would not be
a journalist.
Unlike some of my 2140 G
colleagues, journalism has not
been running through my veins
since birth, or if it was, I didn’t
realize until I began working
for the best independent student newspaper in Foggy Bottom. I did not apply to become
a journalism major until after
arriving at GW and accumulating a year’s worth of experience
at The Hatchet. That fact alone
should speak volumes about
the strength of this organization.
My life at The Hatchet began at an open house held a
few weeks after the start of my
freshman year. It all started
when my then–editor Caitlin Carroll called to offer me a
“job” as the paper’s Greek beat
reporter. The thought of having
a titled position 48 hours into
my journalism career was thrilling and of course I accepted the
offer. Four years later, I feel
lucky to have stumbled upon
this paper and into my calling
as a journalist.
The Greek-letter life beat
was an experience and a half.
I wrote about everything from
off-campus fraternities banned
from kickball tournaments to
sororities getting sanctioned
for hazing their pledges. Oh,
permanent markers and dog
food … I courted sources and I
also made enemies. I’m certain
there are at least a few GW fraternity and sorority members
who cringe when they hear my
name. Ultimately, the Greek beat
allowed me to get my feet wet
with easy story assignments,
and also to step up to the plate
for more challenging articles.
If freshman year marked my
evolution as a writer, I consider
sophomore year the preparation

I needed to become an editor. I
can thank Brandon Butler and
Ryan Holeywell for that. You
two saw talent in me and pushed
me to take on more responsibility as a senior staff writer. Butler,
do you remember visiting me at
the concierge desk going over
my “how to become editor in
chief” strategic plan? Though I
chose not to run for the paper’s
top spot, looking back, I doubt I
would have done as excellent a
job as Jake Sherman has done in
that role this past year.
Junior year at The Hatchet
was tough for me. Nearly all
of my friends went abroad and
to say my new responsibilities
as a campus news editor were
stressful is an understatement.
Instead of shying away from

“I can happily say I'm
indebted to the paper
both for the journalistic
skills I've cultivated and
the friendships I will
always keep close to my
heart. This year's staff
HAS been like a family
for me.”

this added responsibility, I
took on my editor position full
speed ahead. I felt strongly that
I needed to return the favor of
learning how to write by making my writers the best they
could be. Amanda, Ian, Hadas,
Jenn, Marisa, I take great pride
in leaving The Hatchet knowing you are some of the paper’s
finest writers and that I helped
you achieve this status.
Today is one of my last few
days on staff at The Hatchet –
THREE more days after today

I’ll be Hatchet responsibilityfree, and what a whirlwind of
emotion that brings. Working
for this organization has been
my lifestyle for the last four
years. When I tell my friends
outside the paper that I’m
“Hatchet-ing” they all know
exactly what that means. My
career at the paper has been
exhausting, stressful and unforgettable. Right now I’m not sure
whether to cry or celebrate the
fact that it’s all over.
When I started working for
The Hatchet freshman year, I
wanted so badly for my sense
of belonging to rival the bond
my roommate had with her sorority. I used to joke that her sorority T-shirts, cups, pens, key
chains and photos made it look
like Delta Gamma had thrown
up all over our floor. I guess I
could have strewn my reporter
notebooks, pens and digital
voice recorder across our Lafayette dorm room, but at that time
The Hatchet wasn’t family and
my effort to portray it as such
would have been false.
Fast forward four years and
I can happily say I’m indebted to
the paper both for the journalistic skills I’ve cultivated and the
friendships I will always keep
close to my heart. This year’s
Hatchet staff HAS been like a
family for me. Kyle and I are comoms, Jake is the dad, I think
Roper’s the bastard child, or
something like that, and I’ve absolutely loved every minute of
it. I know the staff often chides
me for how little time I spend
in the office during the day, but
my time away makes me look
forward to seeing all of you at
production every Wednesday
and Sunday night. Yes, I looked
forward to prodo.
Over the past two years I’ve
visited a handful of journalism
classes to recruit new writers
for the paper. I told each group
of fledgling reporters that The
Hatchet taught me how to
write and that they’d be kidding themselves to think they’d
go anywhere as a professional
journalist without dedicating

Nick Gingold/photo editor

Though I did not thank Lyndon Cat Johnson in this column, I must do so now. He was the source
of inspiration for this year's April Fool's edition and his affection never goes unnoticed. I<3LCJ.
time to and learning from GW’s
student newspaper. I would
not have gotten internships at
prominent publications and
my dream to work for The Post
would not still be alive had this
advice not been sound. Work for
The Hatchet. What I put in I’ve
gotten back ten-fold in experience, knowledge and of course,
friendship.
And now for the thanks you
all deserve:
Jake – We work oddly well
together. You yell, I yell back
and somehow we put out a paper twice a week. I may not have
thanked you along the way, but
I have learned a lot from you
this year. I know I’ll see your
name in The Times or The Post
one day, and I can only hope my
name is there beside yours.
News – I could not have
asked for a more dedicated,
talented staff. Roper, you’ve
kept me honest. Ramonas,
your kindness has not gone unnoticed. Elise, I could always
count on you to make sense of a
confusing academic story. Nat,
you were always, always on
call when I needed you. Alexa,

hiring you was one of the best
decisions I made as SNE.
Prodo – Kyle, I don’t know
where I would be without you.
You keep me sane on Wednesday and Sunday nights. Tim,
you drive me crazy! on Wednesday and Sunday nights, but
you’re always there to help me
with whatever I need, prodo
night or middle-of-the-night.
Photo – Ben, I venture to say
our relationship this year was
much more positive and much
less combative than last year. I’ll
miss you, but I guess I’ll see you
at Menlo? Nick, Alex and Ryder,
the three of you are extremely
talented photogs and I doubt
anyone would pick up our paper without the strong art you
three create for our front pages.
Web – Nacin, there is no one
else in this world I can count on
to be awake at 4 a.m. when I’m
up at 4 a.m. except for maybe
Tim or Ceasar. Viktors, I love
your love of Lyndon
Ceasar – Last spring you
pushed me to dedicate myself
to this job 100 percent and I
hope my work this past year has
made you proud.

There are only two issues left! Catch them online at GWHatchet.com

News '08-'09 – You beat out
some stiff competition to become part of next year’s staff
and I wish you the best of luck.
Scire, advising was truly a masterpiece.
Amy, Karly and Mel – I
would not have made it through
my time at The Hatchet without you ladies. You are the best
friends I came to GW hoping to
find.
Devin – You support me unconditionally on my good and
bad days. I love you so much.
Mom, Dad and Chris –
Thank you a million times over
for all your love and support.
Did you ever think four years
ago I’d be graduating a journalist? I certainly didn’t.
– 30 –
– Jessica Calefati has been
a senior news editor, campus
news editor, senior staff writer
and a Greek beat reporter for The
Hatchet. She began writing for
The Hatchet in September 2004.
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Joanna Shapes – Sports Editor (jshapes@gwhatchet.com)
Alex Byers – Contributing Editor (abyers@gwhatchet.com)

NUMBER CRUNCH
The number of runs the Maryland softball team
scored in the second game of a doubleheader
against GW Wednesday afternoon in College
Park, Md. It was the most runs the Terrapins
have scored in a game since 1998.

James Madison bests Colonials in extra innings
by Alex Byers
Contributing Editor
When a player is slumping, he’ll try
anything to break out of his funk. He’ll
wear his socks lower, change his batting
gloves and even try a new flavor of bubble
gum. But what do you do when a whole
team is slumping? That’s a little tougher.
The GW baseball team is in the process of figuring that one out. While the
Colonials showed a glimmer of hope with
a win over the University of Maryland,
Baltimore County Tuesday, GW lost its
11th game in 13 tries to James Madison 8-5
Wednesday in 11 innings.
“We won (Tuesday night) and (James
Madison is) a first place team, and we
played well enough to win tonight,”
head coach Steve Mrowka said after
Wednesday’s game. “I think we’re out of
our slump. We got some opportune hits
tonight but blew some opportunities as
well. I think we’ve been working hard to
get our confidence back.”

After the two squads exchanged
blows in the early innings, both teams
went scoreless with the game square at 5.
But after shutting down a JMU threat in
the top of the ninth, the Colonials (18-22,
6-10 Atlantic 10) failed to get much offense
going in the 9th and 10th frames.
The Dukes’ McKinnon Langston singled to right field to score Steven Caseres
for what would be the winning run in
the top of the 11th, but James Madison
(28-10) wasn’t finished. In only the second at-bat of his five-year career, pitcher
Trevor Kaylid smacked a two-run double
to deep centerfield to add a pair of runs
and stretch the deficit to three.
Even with Tuesday’s victory and
Wednesday’s tight battle against a strong
James Madison team, Mrowka said GW
can get its momentum back only when GW
can put some tallies in the win column.
“Team morale is going to get boosted
if we start winnings some ballgames,”
he said. “Let’s face it, baseball is the kind
of sport where you’ve got to produce.

Get some hits, and you get confidence.
You throw some shutouts, you get confidence.”
Entering Wednesday’s game, GW sat
tied in ninth place in the conference standings. Though they do have series remaining against Temple and Xavier, two of the
better teams in the conference, GW also
has Saint Louis and La Salle – the bottom
two squads in the standings – left on its list
of opponents.
The Colonials will likely need sound
baseball from every position in order to
turn its luck around, but Mrowka stressed
offense as a necessary component of a successful Colonials’ playoff run. The top six
teams in the A-10 make the postseason.
“We’ve got to continue to get the good
pitching, and we’ve gotta bust out with
the bats,” Mrowka said. "We’ve got to start
hitting the ball again. I think we’re doing
it the last couple of days, but we’ve gotta
build on it.”
GW’s next series against Saint Louis
begins Friday in Missouri. 

Alex Ellis/assistant photo editor

GW catcher Will Cooper drops the ball as two runs score in the 11th inning
during James Madison's 8-5 win over GW Wednesday afternoon.

Softball drops doubleheader against Terrapins
by Gabrielle Bluestone
Hatchet Staff Writer

Nick Gingold/photo editor

Freshman Ali Pardo gave up 10 runs in just more than an inning's worth of work during a 17-1 loss to Maryland Wednesday. GW lost both games of the doubleheader.

COLLEGE PARK, Md. ––
The 16-point margin that separated
the GW softball team and its opponent, Maryland, in the second game
of Wednesday afternoon’s doubleheader was anything but sweet for the
Colonials.
After all, GW lost the 17-1 game
after losing the first contest 3-0 at Robert
E. Taylor Stadium.
“We weren’t sharp,” coach Kim
Staehle said. “We were just kind of
waiting for them to do something
(when) we need to be a little bit more
proactive.”
The Colonials were able to hold off
the Terrapins until the fourth inning of
the first game, when they gave up two
runs. The second game took a dismal
turn as the Terps recorded six runs on
eight hits.
“We had opportunities and it’s just
unfortunate that we weren’t able to
capitalize on them,” junior Tori Sensi
said.
The game marked the highest run
total for the Terps (34-15) in a single
game since 1998.
Senior starting pitcher Katie Miller

was replaced by sophomore Amanda
Gabriel after the initial six runs in the
first inning. Gabriel closed out the
frame without giving up another run,
but the damage was done, and it didn’t
get any better.
Freshman Ali Pardo pitched the
rest of the game, giving up two runs
in the second inning and eight runs in

“We've been faltering
because we haven't been
able to be consistent in the
second game.”
KIM STAEHLE
SOFTBALL HEAD COACH

the third.
But the Colonials (8-25) were not
without their chances, especially in
the first game. The bases were loaded
twice, but they were unable to turn the
opportunity into runs. The lone run of

the evening for GW was a home run hit
in the second game by redshirt sophomore Elisa Van Kirk, her sixth of the
season and seventh of her career.
“It was good to hit a home run,”
Van Kirk said. “I just wish I could have
done more.”
But GW was simply outplayed.
“We’ve been faltering because we
haven’t been able to be consistent the
second game, and against a team like
these guys,” Staehle said. “I mean they
hit the ball well today, they threw the
ball well today they played defense
well today, and that catches up.”
Like last week’s game against
Charlotte, the Colonials relied on individual hitters to put them on the scoreboard, and were unable to close on
consecutive hits.
But Staehle says she remains positive about the season.
“We’re still plugging along. We
could have a tremendously successful weekend and we’re right back in
conference,” Staehle said, referring to
games against Temple and St. Joe's.
“Hopefully that’s what we’re going
to do this weekend.We’re going to go
up to Philly, we’re going to play some
ballgames, and maybe we’ll be talking
celebrations.” 
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MONEY
from p. 1
to cover “important programs,
events, services and national
competition,” he said.
SA Sen. Matt Cohen (SoBU), chair of the senate finance
committee, said he always encourages student organizations
to search for outside funding
from sources such as the special fund and sponsorships.
“Money
supply
(from
the student fee fund) is outstretched by demand on an
approximate factor of three to
one,” Cohen said in February

GWORLD
from p. 1
Other universities outside of the
District have already implemented
contactless technology for on-campus purchases.
Liz Lucas, a financial assistant

when students voted on the
student fee increase referendum. “For every three dollars
a group wants, they can have
one.”
Cohen, a senior, said although he was pleased that
there was another resource
for student organizations to
turn to, he felt the University
should have done a better job
publicizing the discretionary
fund to more students.
“Any additional money
to student groups is always
a good thing,” Cohen said.
“But, I think formalizing how
groups apply for that money,
although keeping it reserved
for very special groups and
very special projects, would

make it more formal so that it’s
not just open to those that can
get a meeting in Rice Hall.”
Programming money for
student organizations has been
a hot topic this year, especially
with the SA’s two referendums
on the subject. Chernak said he
is uncertain of the future of his
office’s fund because of a recent vote to double the amount
of money the SA allocates to
student groups.
“I do not know at this time if
this procedure and or same level
of funding will be continued beyond this fiscal year,” Chernak
said.
SA Senator Julie Bindelglass (CCAS-U), chair of the
senate-elect finance commit-

tee, said it is unfortunate that
student organizations had to
look to outside funds at all.
Bindelglass, a freshman, said
next year the increase in the
student fee will lead to better
programming.
“The student activity fund
is nearly doubling next year,
and that money is going directly to student initiatives,”
Bindelglass said. “Students
are going to be seeing a lot of
improvements to the process
(next) year, and I personally
look forward to working with
students to make sure that they
have the money they need to
see their student organization
succeed, whatever it takes.” 

in the dining services department
at Amherst College in Massachusetts, said their identification cards
include three technologies – magnetic strips for purchases at the
dining hall, bar codes for checking
out books and proximity chips for
getting into buildings.
“It’s easier for students because
they do not have to swipe (the card)
through. They do not have to take

it out of their wallets,” Lucas said,
referring to the proximity chips.
The switch was possible for a
college with fewer than 2,000 students, she said, but for a school the
size of GW, it would be “an enormous undertaking.”
The cost of the change at GW
will likely be included in the 2009
operating budget, which will be released at a Board of Trustee meet-

ing in May.
Katz said they are currently analyzing whether certain upgrades
are safe to implement at GW.
“You want to be sure the system is secure itself, because just
think about the debit card feature
– that's real money,” he said.
He added, “It’s definitely
going to happen; it is what and
when.” 

News

UPD
from p. 1
officers are armed,” he said.
Along with the firearm
recommendation, the IACLEA
report included 19 other ideas
to boost campus safety across
the country. Among them were
recommendations to establish
behavioral threat assessment
teams and training campus police officers at the emergency
medical technician level to better respond to victims.
Stafford said while GW
already has several of these
policy recommendations in

ADVISING
from p. 3
faculty members to take on an
advising role.
“Part of the issue is that
advisers need to want to advise
students,” Duff said. “It’s no
good if an adviser doesn’t
want to deal with undergraduate scheduling, because the
last thing the student wants is
to feel like a burden when they
go into an appointment.”
Duff said advising will
improve only after a “culture
shift” within the departments.
“Advising needs to go

practice, others require considerable funding that UPD
“would have to request.” She
said that arming officers would
imply further potential costs in
equipment and officer retraining.
Stafford said the issue of
arming officers has not been
discussed in her 15 years at
GW and if a change is made, it
would be done at a senior level
of the University administration.
She said, “As these recommendations are looked at, it’s
something that I think the administration is certainly going to consider and look at the
pros and cons of such a recommendation." 
from this thing that one person in the department does
to a shared responsibility,” he
said. “There also needs to be
more of a focus on mentoring
students and creating conversations rather than just oneway advice.”
The dean added that students had responsibilities in
the advising process too.
“Students take a passive
approach to advising. They
say, ‘My adviser needs to tell
me everything I need to know,’
but it shouldn’t work like
that,” Duff said. “You have
to do more than run in for 10
minutes the day before registration.” 
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Kieran Wilde, Classified Manager
Phone:
(202) 994-7079
Fax:
(202) 994-1309
Email:
classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web:
www.gwhatchet.com/classifieds

CLASSIFIEDS

We accept American Express,
Discover, MasterCard, and VISA cards, as well as
cash & checks through the office.

245 - RENT DC

430 - LEGAL

610 - CHILD CARE

621 - INTERNSHIPS, UNPAID

665 - PART TIME

1 BR SEMI-FURN 1 BLK GWU/METRO
AVAILABLE FROM 8/16/2008. RENT
$1,700. CALL 201-666-1328

EXPUNGE

PT SUMMER CHILDCARE 9 yo boy
Capitol Hill. 12-6pm Wed - Fri. M/F Must
have car. $15.00/hr. June 16 - end Aug.
202 669 1338 lkcoffman@verizon.net

CAMPAIGN EXPERIENCE! DC Council
Candidate Cary Silverman (D-Ward 2)
seeks motivated, energetic individuals for
leadership & volunteer roles in campaign.
Volunteer@CaryForCouncil.org / 202347-7850.

PRODUCT TESTER / RESEARCHER
International market research firm recruiting opinionated individuals with attention
to detail. Get paid to test new products
and services, and fill out questionnaires/
surveys about these products. The ideal
candidate is critical and innovative. Responsibilities will include assessing products, highlighting potential flaws and suggesting improvements. We will pay you
for your opinion. For further information
please call (519) 729-3707

Your court record. DC, MD, VA 301-5652917

EFFICIENCY: 25TH & K 24 hour desk,
pool. Utilities included. Available July
2008. $1,295/mo. Garage parking available for $150/mo. Kand25th@yahoo.com

CHEVY CHASE

615 - FULL TIME

460 - TRAVEL

Friendship Heights. Faculty Rental.
Large, sunny, 2 BR, 2 bath, furnished
condominium. Balcony, good view, full
service secure building, pool, exercise
room. All amenities. School buses
at door. 5 min. walk to all services,
shopping, transportation. 12 min. by
metro downtown or NIH. $2,600/month.
Includes utilities, indoor parking. Lease
with references. Available 9/1. 301-9078847

SKYDIVE! One Day First Jumps! Student
Discounts. Gift Certificates! www.skydiveorange.com 877-348-3759

246 - RENT METRO

505 - ADOPTIONS

GUEST SERVICE AGENTS All suite hotel needs friendly, service minded people
for various front desk shifts. Experience is
preferred. Must be flexible with scheduling. We offer good wages and benefits.
Apply in person, fax or mail resume to:
Evening Manager
The George WashingtonUniversity Inn
824 New Hampshire Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20037
Fax (202) 337-2540

499 - GENERAL
QI SPA in Georgetown offers student
waxing discount from Monday-Friday for
a limited time. 3106 M St. 202-333-6344

655 - ON CAMPUS

INTERNSHIP/PAID. WANTED: Aggressive, outgoing go-getter to work with
Senior Vice President at Wachovia Securities. Call Bill Flanigan, Senior VicePresident, 301-961-0131.

EARN $800-$3200 A MONTH to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on them.
www.adcarclub.com

665 - PART TIME
!BARTENDING! UP TO $300/DAY No
experience necessary. Training provided.
800-965-6520x171.

620 - INTERNSHIPS, PAID

515 - GENERAL

QI SPA is hiring a receptionist for $12/
hour. Located at 3106 M Street Georgetown. 202-333-634

STUDENT ASSISTANTS NEEDED The
GW Law School Career Development
Office is hiring up to 5 student assistants
for administrative support for the summer
and/or school year. Must have professional demeanor, customer service skills
and be dependable. 15-25 hours per
week. $10/hour. Please send resume to
Anna Owsley at aowsley@law.gwu.edu.

ADMIN/OFFICE Seeking office manager
for busy downtown D. C. psychiatric practiceóideal for those interested in future
career in psychóF/T starting in May 2008
(possible P/T in April). Send resume to:
jkatzow@gmail.com

LOVING COUPLE WISHES TO ADOPT.
Willing to pay legal & medical expenses.
Call (202) 387-0603 or email KarJoe3@
aol.com.

665 - PART TIME

ARE YOU AMBITIOUS? Financial
Agents, Loan Officers, Realtors Wanted.
We are a progressive and rapidly growing
mortgage and financial company seeking highly motivated people. No experience required, we train 100%. Full-time
and Part-time available. College students
welcome. Send resume to info@loanoriginatorrecruiter.com or call 202-425-3935.
http://www.loanoriginatorrecruiter.com.

Place ads
online at
www.gwhatchet.com/classifieds

Edited by Will Shortz
Across
1 Factory
seconds: Abbr.
5 Sights
9 Support
13 “Cool!”
15 Starting fare,
often
16 Shield border
17 “Scram!”
18 Practice area, of
a sort
20 Get out of a
bind?
22 Way to the top
23 ___ Snider,
frontman for
rock’s Twisted
Sister
24 Once-in-alifetime traveler
27 Figure usu. in
hundreds or
thousands of
feet
28 “Black rat” as
opposed to
“Rattus rattus”
30 Org. established
by Nixon
33 Sorry sort

35 Loudness unit
36 Biblical patriarch
whose name
means “he will
laugh”
37 “What a ___!”
39 Catch
41 Radical Hoffman
42 Low-grade?:
Abbr.
44 Hipsters
45 Abridged, for
short: Abbr.
46 Northeast, on a
map
48 Ditto
50 Delhi wrap
51 Here, in Toledo
54 Silk fabric for
scarves
57 Onetime
Missouri natives
59 Directories
62 Bygone women’s
magazine
63 Sharp
64 Humdinger

65 Parade honoree,
familiarly
66 Himmel und ___
(traditional
German potato
dish)
67 Lawless role
68 Sun. deliveries

Down
1 About to bloom
2 Catch up with
old classmates
3 Half of a showy
display?
4 Covered
walkway
5 Symbol of
power, to the
pharaohs
6 Cash substitute
7 Kennel club
rejects
8 Railroad track
workers
9 Overwhelm
10 Reaches
11 Lee Van ___
(spaghetti
western actor)
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
12 Cigarette brand
that sponsored
FA LT AM G P FR OO CM IO S S AT LA UC T T
“The Dick Van
Dyke Show”
EB AO RA L C RO AG IE NN T A LA OV NO EW
SC PA ER AS KT OA FR TT HE ER D EP VE I L LE 14 Like some oil
rigs
S P A DE ES M E Y AR PA SE
ER TO EE
P O E TT E A S M LU ED OG U LA ER XD 19 Egyptian lifeline
21 Eponym of a
SR II TP OS N TS HW EA FN ES NO CN EG
classic
AI SN HC A S OH AO PD
G OD TE OA ND
MinnesotaGA LG IO BG
PH HE OD TD OA
OE TM TM OY
brewed beer
AM EO ST OO P
CE IO RN C R EA I I NL 25 Bump
SC TA AS YH TE HS EI CN O UO RR SC EA 26 ___ time
ES PP IE L RL OO WU T R A M PA K I N 28 Grammy winner
Winans
CA OR DN
TA RN EC E A S I S ST L I P
OL BE ET DS I EC NL CA EM SP CS HH OA OP LE 29 Shortage of
punch
LA OG UE IE E H TI HR EE EO N O CD TE ON
31 TV’s Jack and
ED XO PR OA S O YD OI GS AT S T HD AA WD
kin

1

2

3

4

13

5
14

6

8

24

25

26

38

41

42

45

31

32

36
39

40

43

44

46
48

30

35

37

47

49

50

55

51

56

59

57
60

63

64

66

67

61

52

53

58
62
65
68

Puzzle by Alan Arbesfeld

32 Point of no
return?
33 Robot in
“Forbidden
Planet”
34 Without
protection
36 ___ the finish
37 Job for Hercule
Poirot
38 Spice holder

GWHatchet.com

like the Hatchet, but .com

27
29

34

12

22

28
33

11

19

21

23

10

16

18

20

9

15

17

54

7

No. 0313

40 Splits
43 Misses the mark
46 Amherst
campus, briefly
47 Miracle-___
49 Coeur d’___
51 Visibly stunned
52 Last place
53 Seconds: Abbr.
54 Impostor

55 Less
conventional
56 Blackmore
heroine
58 Stops on a sales
rep’s rte.
60 Knowledge
61 Mme., across
the Pyrenees

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.

Put down
those pencils!
Play another Sudoku
online DAILY at
www.gwhatchet.com/puzzles
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